
 

 

 
 

9 September 2016 
 
Attention: Ms Deanne Stewart 
Chief Executive Officer 
MetLife Insurance Limited 
GPO Box 3319  
SYDNEY NSW 2001 
 
cc. Mr Paul Bennett via email 
 
Dear Madam, 
  

Re: MetLife RESPONSE TO THE ABC’S FOUR CORNERS EPISODE, ‘INSULT TO 
INJURY’. 

 
I am writing in respect of your above press release dated 1 August 2016 (copy enclosed) and 

released in response to the recent Four Corners programme ‘Insult to Injury.’ 

 

I note that MetLife following a “…thorough review…” of its claims management procedures, 

has decided to “…no longer use surveillance in the assessment of claims related to mental 

illness.” 

 

My clients, the large community of ex-police pursuing total and permanent disablement claims, 

their families and the police community in general, welcome this decision. I must say however, 

that it has been welcomed with some cynicism by many of these people. This is largely as a 

result of the suffering many of these people have suffered at the hands of MetLife, and the 

private investigators retained by you to surveil them in respect of the processing of their 

psychological claims. The Four Corners programme so starkly illustrated this point. 

 

I have, over a long period of time, made my position clear on the surveillance of claimants with 

psychiatric injuries. That is, that surveillance should not be used in cases involving psychiatric 

injuries because such surveillance cannot show of itself, what is being experienced mentally 

by an individual. Many, many specialist psychiatrists have continually made this point to you 

in their reports. Indeed, Professor McFarlane made this point in the Four Corners programme. 

Further, surveillance should never be used by insurance companies as a routine claims 

processing tool in the absence of legitimate reasons to doubt the veracity of a claim or the 

bona fides of a claimant. 

 

Although it is long overdue, I welcome MetLife’s decision to abandon such surveillance. I can 

only take this decision at face value and trust that this decision will be strictly adhered to.  
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However, your press release is not clear on several points and for the sake of ex-police 

currently pursuing claims and the public generally, could you please clarify the following: 

 

1. When was this decision made? 

 

2. What date this decision came into effect? 

 

3. Whether this decision relates to all claimants with psychiatric injuries, or just police 

officers? 

 

4. In respect of psychological claims that were previously denied on the basis of 

surveillance undertaken by you, given your decision, are you prepared to reassess 

these matters? I am concerned that your failure to do so will lead to two classes 

of claimants (those where surveillance was taken into account, and those where it 

will not be), which I assert is an untenable and inequitable legal position. Given 

your abandonment of the use of surveillance, claimants whose claims were 

declined on the basis of surveillance (prior to this decision) should have their 

claims reviewed and re-determined by you as a matter of course. 

 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

 

 
Yours faithfully 
Specialist PTSD & Injury Lawyers 
 

 
John Cox 
Principal Lawyer 
Accredited Specialist in Personal Injury Law 
 
 
 


